GoldConnect wins Best Latam/
Caribbean Carrier and Innovation
Disruptor of the Year at the GCA by
Capacity Media in London
GoldConnect. Weston, October 24th, 2022 – GoldConnect, a leading US based carrier with presence in 17
countries in The Americas and pioneer of the fully automated end to end customer experience through its
one of a kind LatamConnect Platform, has won for the second time in 2022 Best Latin American/Caribbean
Wholesale Carrier and for a record third time Wholesale Innovation Disruptor of the Year (2019, 2021 & 2022).
GoldConnect is the only carrier in Latin America to be recognized by both Capacity Media and Carrier
Community as the Best Latin American Carrier in the same year (2022).
GoldConnect over the last 4 years it has rewritten the rules of data transport and connectivity services in
LATAM by providing a holistic approach to network intelligence and transparency, groundbreaking process
automation, and a world-class customer engagement. LatamConnect platform allows our customers
and partners to enjoy smoother, faster, and reliable access to real time network information. We provide
services to the world’s largest telecommunications operators, regional and global enterprises. We guarantee
local access to every major city throughout LATAM in a matter of minutes, ensuring dependable network
availability based on an intelligent solution to monitor and manage a redundant network.
“This is a true testament of our hard work and dedication to change the traditional way in Latam, embracing
the latest technologies to streamline business processes and provide a true best-in-class customer
experience while improving the life of our employees and vendors as well” said Jeremy Villalobos COO at
GoldConnect.

About GoldConnect
Goldconnect is a leading US Based carrier and pioneer of the fully automated end to end customer
experience in the Latin American region. With more than 10 years delivering innovative Network Solutions,
Cloud Connection and Data Center Services throughout the Americas. Over the last 3 years it has
rewritten the rules of data transport and connectivity services in LATAM by providing a holistic approach to
network intelligence and transparency, groundbreaking process automation, and a world-class customer
engagement. The first one of its kind, LatamConnect platform allows our customers and partners to enjoy
smoother, faster, and reliable access to real time network information. For more information, please visit
Goldconnect.com and follow us on Linkedin.
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